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Capistrano Mazda Grand Opening Leases
Leases starting at $129/mo. for 36 months with $2,999 due at
signing

Our Capistrano Mazda Grand Opening Event is here! Grand Opening leases are available on
nearly all Mazda models, starting at $129/mo.* with $2,999 due at signing. Plus, receive Smile 'N Go
with the lease or purchase of every new Mazda model, 1 Year of Complimentary Routine
Maintenance, available only at Capistrano Mazda!

Browse our inventory on our website at www.capomazda.com to view all of our current lease
specials on our new Mazda inventory. Now is the time to get into your dream car! Hurry in, offers end
February 28th!

 

 

At Capistrano Mazda, we have lease offers available on nearly ALL new 2017 and 2018 Mazda
vehicles in our inventory, plus Smile 'N Go** 1 year of Complimentary Routine Maintenance!

Visit our website here for all of our current Mazda lease specials.

View our entire new Mazda vehicle inventory here.

*$129/mo. lease on 2018 Mazda Mazda3 Sedan Sport Manual, MSRP of $19,270. All leases during



the Grand Opening Sales Event are 36 months with $2,999 Due at Signing and 10,000 miles per year,
$.15 per mile over 30,000 miles. Based on highest credit approval rating from Mazda Capital Services.
Excludes: Tax, title, license and doc fees. Listed leases are not available in combination with
Smileage Price. Offers end 2/28/18. **Smile 'N Go program: Tires, brakes, wiper blades and other
wear items are not included. All routine maintenance services must be performed at Capistrano
Mazda. See us for complete details.

Capistrano Mazda • 781-890-4700, x250 • http://www.capomazda.com/ 
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Vehicle Details: 2018 Mazda CX-3 Entertainment
Features
Awesome tech makes long drives fun in the CX-3

There’s a lot to love about the 2018 Mazda CX-3. This compact crossover blends style and
performance in a competitive package that drivers love. One of the winning aspects of the CX-3 is its
abundance of cutting-edge technology features meant to keep you content while driving. After all,
driving shouldn’t just be a necessity; it should be an enjoyable escape from the monotony of your daily
routine.

Standard entertainment features
you need

The 2018 Mazda CX-3 aims to keep
you attentive yet entertained. At the
heart of this endeavor is the
crossover’s seven-inch full-color
touchscreen display, which rests on
the dashboard and provides access
to music, navigation and
communication through the MAZDA
CONNECT™ infotainment system.
Through this standard interface, you
can utilize Bluetooth® hands-free
phone and audio integration to
make calls or listen to your playlists.
You can also browse music via the
AM/FM/CD/MP3 sound system,
which fills the cabin through a
six-speaker sound system with
Automatic Level Control.

The CX-3 has plenty of ways to connect your digital devices while travelling. In addition to a standard
12-volt power outlet, it offers an auxiliary-audio input jack and a USB audio input slot to connect your
personal devices.

Available entertainment features you want

While the standard CX-3 offers all that you need, the top-of-the-line Grand Touring trim adds an array
of special entertainment features to further enhance your experience on the road. The most notable
highlight is the addition of a Bose® seven-speaker audio system that provides a crisp, immersive
listening experience. The four-month trial subscription to HD Radio ™ and SiriusXM® Satellite Radio
will amplify your musical pleasure.  

A rewarding vehicle to drive, or simply to ride in, the 2018 Mazda CX-3 has plenty to entertain those
who get cabin fever when on the road. Experience the diverse features of the new CX-3 when you
take it for a test drive.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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Vehicle Details: 2018 Mazda3 5-Door Performance
Leave others in the dust behind the wheel of the 2018 Mazda3
Hatchback

When you sit inside a sporty hatchback, performance is a major component to the ride’s overall
appeal. The 2018 Mazda3 5-Door offers up 184 horsepower and incredible fuel economy. If you’re
looking for an efficient performance vehicle with optimum cargo space, consider the 2018 Mazda3
hatchback.

Powertrain

The 2018 Mazda3 5-Door comes
equipped with a 2.0-liter
SKYACTIV-G engine with four
cylinders and Variable Valve Timing
(VVT). This engine can be paired to
a six-speed manual or a six-speed
automatic transmission, producing
155 horsepower and 150 lb-ft of
torque. The Touring trim increases
its engine size to a 2.5-liter
SKYACTIV-G engine with VVT,
upping its output to 184 horsepower
and 185 lb-ft of torque. The Grand
Touring comes with this powertrain
combination as well, offering both
six-speed automatic and manual
transmissions.

Driver-assist

With autonomous technology making its way to the forefront of the automotive industry, driver-assist
features significantly help a vehicle’s performance. The 2018 Mazda3 5-Door comes with a handful of
standard driver-assist features like Hill Launch Assist and a rearview camera. Upper trim levels add
even more semi-autonomous features, including Advanced Blind Spot Monitoring with Rear Cross
Traffic Alert.

Efficiency

While the Mazda3 5-Door gives off peppy performance, it also shines with its fuel efficiency ratings.
When equipped with the smaller 2.0-liter engine, the Mazda3 5-Door earns an estimated 27 mpg in
the city, 37 mpg on the highway and 31 mpg combined.* If you’d like to opt for the larger 2.5-liter
engine, your Mazda3 5-Door will earn an estimated 25 mpg in the city, 33 mpg on the highway and 28
mpg combined.*

Performance and efficiency go hand-in-hand on the 2018 Mazda3 5-Door, with technology and overall
design impacting every turn. Driver-assist technologies make it easier than ever to navigate, while a
powerful and efficient engine makes it a joy to drive.

*EPA-estimated mileage. Actual results will vary.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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Finance a new Mazda vehicle with
0% APR up to 60 months plus up to $1,500 APR Bonus

To celebrate our Grand Opening event month, when you finance new Mazda you'll receive financing
for 0% APR for 60 months* on select new Mazda models at Capistrano Mazda! Now thru February
28, Capistrano Mazda has great financing offers available on nearly every new Mazda model. Every
Mazda vehicle comes packaged with great technology, sporty styling, and a knack for
adventure! Plus, every new Mazda comes with Smile 'N Go!

View all of our current APR offers to take advantage of our limited time financing offer. 

0% APR for 60 months* + APR Cash offer available on: 2017 Mazda3 Sedan, Mazda3 Hatchback,
Mazda6 and 2018 Mazda CX-9 models.

0% APR for 60 months** offer available on: 2018 Mazda3 Sedan and Hatchback models and Mazda
CX-3 models .

0.9% APR for 60 months***  offer available on: 2017 Mazda MX-5 Miata RF models.

*0% APR for 60 months + Available APR Cash offer good on select new Mazda vehicles, no cash
value. Example: For 0% APR, monthly payment for every $1,000 you finance for 60 months is $16.67.
**0% APR for 60 months offer good on new, unused 2018 Mazda3, Mazda CX-3 and 2018 CX-5
models. ***0.9% APR for 60 months offer good on new, unused 2017 Mazda Miata RF models. APR
offered to highly qualified customers on approved credit by Mazda Capital Services, cannot be
combined with Smileage Sale Price. Down payment may be required. Not all customers will qualify for
advertised rate. Offers expire 2/28/18.
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Car Care: Maintenance Tips for a Lasting
Relationship
Car care tips to extend the life of your car

A car is a major financial investment, and it is often the key to keeping your life and all of your
responsibilities on track. But without regular maintenance, the machine that keeps your life humming
will break down.

To keep your car moving along for years to come, implement the following maintenance tips into your
car care regimen.

Start smart

Investing in any car won’t get you
the mileage you need. That’s why
ConsumerReports.org stresses the
importance of purchasing a vehicle
that has a stellar, reliable and safe
reputation as well as boasts the
features you need to complement
your lifestyle.

“While you’re out shopping, keep a
sharp eye out for cars that have the
latest safety features,” advises to
ConsumerReports.org. “Electronic
stability control is a must, and
consider a vehicle with a rear
camera and forward collision, lane
departure, and blind-spot warnings.
Remember to research how well
any vehicle you’re interested in
performed in government and
insurance-industry safety tests.”

Make it shine inside and out

A dirty car is not only an eyesore; it’s a sign that your car is slowly deteriorating. According to
PopularMechanics.com Alex Leanse, a good washing removes corrosion-causing contaminants
especially during winter months when road salt saturates every inch of your car. Be sure to pay
special cleaning attention to your vehicle’s undercarriage because road salt will decimate metal parts.

Opening the door to a cluttered, filthy cabin will diminish the joy of driving. Plus, who wants to breathe
in gross, unidentifiable smells on their daily commute? Be sure to lessen the contents in your trunk as
well — extra weight will just make your car work harder than it already does, according to Leanse.

Change oil (regularly)

Oil changes are not optional. If you want your car to run as well as it can for as long as it can,
consistent oil changes, as recommended by your owner’s manual, are the equivalent to maintenance
gold.

“Check and change the oil. No single step will help an engine last more than regular oil and filter
changes will. Conversely, nothing will destroy an engine faster than neglecting oil-level checks or
fresh-oil changes,” reports KelleyBlueBook.com.

In addition to recommended oil changes, your owner’s manual also boasts a regular maintenance
schedule unique to your ride, which ConsumerReports.org highly advises you follow. By keeping up
with scheduled maintenance, you can potentially avoid costly repairs by spotting problems early.

Engage your senses



If you only give your car a passing glance, you’ll miss out on important warning signs. Is your tire
tread wearing unevenly? Is there a scratch on your exterior that wasn’t there before and seems to be
growing before your eyes? Do your tires look low? When was the last time you checked the pressure?
Do you notice a weird smell when you hit the gas? What about the grinding sound you hear when you
hit the brakes? Has your steering wheel always vibrated that much?

If you see, smell, feel or hear something that doesn’t seem right, it’s best to investigate the problem
further and/or get your vehicle to the mechanic as soon as possible, according to
ConsumerReports.org.

With regular maintenance, consistent cleaning and knowing when to seek help from an automotive
professional, you’ll be able to keep your car running for miles and miles.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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Dinner Ideas to Rejuvenate Date Night
Delicious dining suggestions for you and your partner

Cooking for two can be both rewarding and challenging — but sometimes, you run out of meal ideas.
These three recipes will provide you with the inspiration you need to recharge your next romantic
dinner date.

Chicken Saltimbocca

This classic recipe hails from the
kitchen of EatingWell.com
contributor, Diana Henry. With only
20 minutes of cooking time required
for this dish, you’ll have more time
to spend savoring each other’s
company rather than being in the
kitchen.

Gather the following ingredients: 1
1/2 teaspoons all-purpose flour, 1
tablespoon butter, 2 small boneless
and skinless chicken breasts, 3/4
cup Marsala wine, 2 teaspoons olive
oil, 2-4 fresh sage leaves, 1/4
teaspoon ground pepper and 2 thin
slices prosciutto.

Place the chicken breast in plastic
wrap, then roll over it with a rolling pin until the meat is about 1/4 inch thin. Season with pepper and
sage then wrap with the prosciutto slices. Coat each piece of chicken with flour.

Add the butter to a pan and turn on the burner to medium heat. Cook the chicken, 3 minutes per side,
until it’s no longer pink. Set the chicken on a plate and cover with tin foil to keep it warm. Add Marsala
wine to the pan and let thicken for about 3-4 minutes. Pour sauce on the chicken, then serve.

Acorn Squash ala Quiche 

Adapted from the recipe by Christina Main from Sweet Lavender Bake Shoppe, this dish is a hybrid
between acorn squash and quiche, making for a satisfying meal with a pleasingly-short prep time. 

You’ll need the following items: 2 eggs, 1 tablespoon milk, 4 teaspoons parmesan cheese, 4
tablespoons cheddar or gruyere cheese, 2 1/2 teaspoons chopped green onions, 1/4 cup diced fresh
tomatoes, salt and pepper (to taste), 1 medium acorn squash sliced in half (with seeds scooped out)
and olive oil.

Preheat oven to 375 degrees. Grease a baking sheet with olive oil then place squash halves
hollow-side down on it. Cover with tin foil and bake for 25 minutes.

Remove from oven, flip the squash halves, and season with salt and pepper. Set aside while
increasing the oven temperature to 400 degrees.

Meanwhile, whisk together eggs and milk, then add in the cheeses, onions and diced tomato. Pour the
mixture into the squash hollows. Wrap the squash with tin foil and place in the oven for 25-35
minutes, or until the quiche centers are set. Remove from the oven and enjoy.

Seared Salmon and Pesto Fettucine

Modified from a recipe from Eatingwell.com, this dynamic duo takes just 20 minutes but tastes as
scrumptious as if you’d labored over it for an hour. The only ingredients you’ll need are: dry pesto mix
packet or 1/3 cup of pre-packaged pesto mix, whole-wheat fettucine, fresh parmesan cheese, salt,
ground pepper, olive oil and a 10-ounce portion of Alaskan Salmon.

Prepare the pasta according to the directions on the package; toss with pesto before serving.



Prepare the pasta according to the directions on the package; toss with pesto before serving.

While the pasta cooks, season the salmon with pepper and salt. Add the olive oil to a skillet and cook
the salmon on medium-high heat, about 2-4 minutes per side. The salmon should look opaque in the
middle and you should be able to easily flake the fish with a fork.

Serve both dishes together with a garnish of fresh parmesan. Pair with your favorite white wine, to
complement the salmon’s flavor. 

Whether you prefer salmon or chicken, prepare any of these delectable dishes to make dinner for two
as low-key and scrumptious as you both deserve.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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Are Meal Subscription Boxes Worth the Hype?
The joys and woes of subscribing to weekly meals

Most people love getting real “snail” mail, and receiving a much-anticipated package can brighten up a
ho-hum or stressful day, especially if that package is packed with fresh and tasty ingredients to create
a delicious meal.

Meal subscription boxes have become a popular go-to dinner solution for busy professionals and
families who yearn for a home-cooked meal but lack the shopping time for or the culinary know-how to
create a healthy, scrumptious dish.

Even though meal subscription boxes remove the dreaded “What’s for dinner” question and time in
the grocery store, are these food prep meal boxes worth the cost?

Subscription joys

Having everything you need to whip
up a home-cooked meal that’s
heavy on fresh, healthy and often
times locally-sourced ingredients
delivered to your doorstep are
definite pros for meal box
subscriptions.

“Most meals are pretty healthy —
they are built around fresh produce
and lean proteins. Plus, they are
designed to make a specific number
of servings, which can help you with
portion control. Just keep an eye on
the calories: Depending on what
you order, the meals can run up to
800 calories per serving,” reports
AHealthierMichigan.org.

The meals are probably ones you’ve never had before, too, so not only do you get a fabulous-tasting
dinner, you’ll be exposing your taste buds to something new. You don’t have to settle for taco Tuesday
just because it’s Tuesday and you can’t think of anything else to make.

It’s also a great way to get your kids involved. Meal subscription boxes are basically food presents,
and most kids are thrilled to open presents. Plus, the boxes come with step-by-step directions. Even if
your little ones aren’t ready for stove or knife work, perhaps they can wash the veggies or read out
the steps. Just knowing they can be part of the meal-prep process might inspire them to try new
foods, without you having to resort to yelling, negotiations or bribery.

Subscription Woes

Food is expensive and, with meal subscription boxes, you’re paying for the convenience as well as the
ingredients, which can come with a high price tag.

According to Associated Press Writer Bree Fowler, who evaluated several popular meal subscription
services for two over the course of the month, the overall cost of a mailed meal was definitely higher
than a grocery bill, but less than ordering in or eating out in her neck of the woods.

In addition to the higher cost, Fowler discovered that the subscribed-to meals yielded zero leftovers,
which is bummer for next day’s lunch prospects.

AHealthierMichigan.org notes that if your house is populated with discerning eaters (aka picky kids or
stubborn adults), you might want to reconsider a meal subscription service because “many ingredients
can be on the daring side.”

Recipes included in the meal subscription boxes often require advanced culinary skills as well.



“These aren’t dishes you’re going to throw in the microwave — they require some time and work to
prepare. You’ll be roasting, searing and dicing, so if you don’t want to handle the prep work, a meal
delivery service may not be for you,” according to AHealthierMichigan.org.

If you’re looking to try something new and are willing to put in the required time and effort in the
kitchen and are fine with increasing your overall food budget, meal subscription services can be a
worthy investment for you and your family. However, if your culinary skills are more akin to
microwaves or crock pots and your kids will only eat mac ‘n cheese, you’re probably better off not
investing in a subscription service, at least for the time being.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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Big Tax Refund? Invest It Wisely
Ways to make the most out of an unexpected windfall

If you are one of the lucky ones who not only manages to file his taxes on time, but also receives a
hefty refund for your troubles, then you may be tempted to spend your found money on something fun
and frivolous. Tempting though it may be to indulge in an unnecessary luxury, it is smarter in the long
run to do the responsible thing and invest in your future.

The average tax refund is worth $3,000, and arrives within three weeks of filing the returns. Invested
wisely, that kind of cash can have a big impact on your personal finances. Here are some of the best
ways to invest your tax refund check once it arrives.

Pay off credit card debt

Financial advisers will tell you the
most important thing you can do
with extra cash is pay off your
debts. If you have multiple sources
of debt, target the one with the
highest interest rate first. For many
people, that’s their credit card bill.
Keep in mind, using your refund to
pay off a balance that’s carrying an
18 percent interest rate is as good
as earning 18 percent on an
investment.

Fund your rainy day account

After achieving solvency, the next
step to ensuring financial security is
creating an emergency fund. In
case of a medical emergency,
unexpected unemployment or other unpleasant surprise, it is helpful to have three to six months' worth
of expenses squirreled away in a “rainy day” account. Bankrate.com recommends parking that cash
in a high-yield bank savings account or money market deposit account, since both options allow for
easy access to funds as soon as disaster strikes.

Invest in your retirement 

If you have a handle on your debts and are confident in your rainy day savings, it may be best to use
your tax refund money to focus on more long-term goals. U.S. News & World Report recommends
adding your refund to your workplace 401(k) to meet the maximum match from your employer, if you
haven’t already maxed it out. If you have, consider bolstering your retirement account even further by
opening a Roth individual retirement account. Once you’ve opened a Roth IRA, you can continue
adding to this tax-sheltered stream of income each year when your annual tax refund check arrives.

Pay it forward

Retirement is one long-term goal that’s worth putting money into, but if you have children, then their
future may seem like an even more essential investment. Two of the most popular options are section
529 plans and Coverdell educations savings accounts. A Coverdell ESA is a tax-advantaged savings
vehicle that allows you to save up money for your child or grandchild’s educational expenses. 529
plans are similar, but come in two types — college savings plans and prepaid tuition plans. Speak with
a financial advisor and determine which plan works best for you and your offspring.

As tempting as it may be to spend your entire tax refund on some big splurge, there are much better
things that can be done with that money. Whether paying off debts, building a rainy day fund or saving
for your own or your child’s future, there are many great ways to invest in a brighter tomorrow.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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Health Benefits of Meditation
Ways to enhance your physical and mental health 

Whether you desire a calm mind, longer attention span or better sleep quality, meditation has been
scientifically proven to boost your health. Discover what this ancient practice can do for you.

Stress reduction

One of the primary perks of
meditation is lowered stress. As the
staff at Gundry MD relates, a study
performed by Carnegie Mellon
University linked even moderate
sessions of this practice to
reduction of cortisol levels, which
results in a heightened sense of
calm. Researchers studied
participants who engaged in a
three-day period of daily meditation.

After the three days, the
participants performed speech and
math-related tasks. The individuals
who meditated had lower cortisol
levels than the individuals who
hadn’t meditated.

Enhances attention span

According to Matthew Thorpe, MD, PhD, contributor to Healthline.com, meditation strengthens your
ability to concentrate and lengthens your attention span. Researchers have found that meditation
might reverse brain patterns that trigger anxiety, distraction and mind-wandering.

John Cloud, contributor to Time magazine, cites a meditation study performed by Katherine MacLean
of the University of California, Davis. Thirty of the participants went on a three-month meditation
retreat in Colorado, while another 30 did not. After the three-month period, all participants completed
a computer test which asked them to distinguish small visual differences between lines flashed on a
screen. Those who did the meditation retreat were way more likely than those in the control group to
notice and report small visual differences.

Better quality of sleep

If you have trouble falling asleep or staying asleep, meditation is an effective solution. Per Dr. Nina
Radcliff with The Washington Times, if you meditate, you will experience better sleep on a regular
basis.

One of the studies backing this claim hails from JAMA Internal Medicine; the group surveyed
individuals who participated in a six-week meditation program versus those who did not. At the end of
the course, individuals who participated in the course reported less insomnia and an overall improved
sleep quality when compared to the individuals who were taught sleep hygiene practices other than
meditation.

Reduces inflammation

As Jo Marchant, contributor to New Scientist, identifies, meditation can also help you minimize
inflammation within your body. Psychologist Ivana Buric, from the Coventry University’s Brain, Belief
and Behaviour Lab, performed a study that indicated that meditation helped to deactivate a protein
called NF-kB, which functions as the “on” switch for triggering inflammation in certain genes.

Because meditation minimizes inflammation, this in turn reduces the likelihood that you’ll experience
cardiovascular, autoimmune and neurodegenerative diseases. It can also help reduce your chances of
contracting certain forms of cancer.



Minimizes age-related memory loss

According to Gundry MD, meditation lessens brain deterioration that causes memory loss. The
Frontiers in Psychology journal issued a study that surveyed those who had practiced meditation their
whole life versus those who didn’t. The researchers discovered that the individuals who meditated on
a regular basis retained more gray matter in the brain compared with the individuals who hadn’t
meditated.

Stephen Adams, contributor to the Daily Mail, emphasizes a study published by Harvard
neuroscientist Dr. Sara Lazar that surveyed MRI scans from 16 individuals, taken before and after
they did an eight-week meditation course. The MRI scans of those who did engage in the program
revealed thicker grey matter in several brain regions associated with memory, while those who didn’t
do the program showed no signs of brain growth.

Expensive supplements, rigorous diets and regular massages aren’t the only way to enjoy greater
wellbeing and a refreshing clarity of mind. This year, try meditating your way to a healthier state of
being, both mentally and physically. 

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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5 Museums to Visit in Southern California
Explore new worlds of art and automotive at these California
museums

There are all kinds of museums across the southern half of California, ranging from local history to
aviation and automotive. Whether you’re looking for a day inside to entertain the kids or looking for
inspiration in some artwork, consider one of these popular museums in Southern California.

Los Angeles County Museum of
Art

With a collection of over 135,000
objects on display, the Los Angeles
County Museum of Art is the largest
art museum in the western United
States; it attracts more than 1.5
million visitors every year. There are
a variety of exhibitions on display,
as well as educational programs
covering film, music and art classes.

San Diego Air & Space Museum

The San Diego Air & Space
Museum works to preserve the
important artifacts of aviation and
space. The museum has four
primary goals: to preserve, inspire,
educate and celebrate. Artifacts
preserved in the museum date back to the 1780s, with the Montgolfier brothers’ hot air balloon as a
primary feature. The museum’s learning programs work to inspire and educate its visitors, while the
museum as a whole is designed to celebrate all of the accomplishments in aviation and space history.

Petersen Automotive Museum

If you’re a car enthusiast, there’s no better place to visit in Southern California than the Petersen
Automotive Museum in Los Angeles. The museum was founded by Robert E. Petersen and his wife
Margie in 1994. The entire museum recently got a face lift, receiving a $90 million renovation in 2015.
With three themed floors, you can explore automotive history, industry and artistry.

Pasadena Museum of California Art

The Pasadena Museum of California Art displays traditional art and design exhibits with a strong
focus on featuring local artists. “It is a rare opportunity and privilege to contribute to the planning and
launch of a new museum that will set out to explore and clarify the contributions of California artists,
architects and designers in a national and international context,” said Wesley Jessup, the founding
director of the museum. In addition to its traditional art displays, the museum offers educational
opportunities like printmaking workshops and artist lectures. Admission to the museum is $7 for
adults, $5 for students and is free for children 12 years old and younger. 

Heritage Museum of Orange County

The city of Santa Ana is home to the Heritage Museum of Orange County, a nearly 12-acre display of
floral gardens and historic buildings. Buildings on the grounds date back to the 1890s and include the
Kellogg House and the John A. Maag Farmhouse. The farmhouse is the museum’s most recent
addition and includes 5,600 square feet of living space. The museum has plans to utilize this space for
exhibitions as well as offices and storage for archives.

Museums are not exclusive to painting and sculptures. There are locations out there for all types of
people: car enthusiasts, pilots, astronauts and even history buffs. If you’re interested in learning more
about these topics, consider visiting one of these many museums Southern California has to offer.
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Thank you for celebrating our Grand Opening
Events at Capistrano Mazda

For those of you who attended our Grand Opening Events at Capistrano Mazda last week, Thank you
for celebrating with us! After many months of construction, we are proud to show off our new
Capistrano Mazda Retail Evolution Showroom, the first in Orange County.
 
Capistrano Mazda had over 400 visitors and smiling faces visit our new Mazda Retail Evolution
Showroom last week. We're proud to serve our community with our beautiful showroom. The new
showroom is a testament to our focus on delivering high-level customer service to our customers and
community with more space, high-tech facility and a wide array of new amenities.

Did you miss the race cars during our Grand Opening Events? Don't worry! We'll have them on
display here in the Capistrano Mazda Retail Evolution Showroom through President's Day Weekend
(February 19th). In the meantime, learn a few facts about the race cars below.

1989 Mazda 767B Group C

2014-2016 Mazda Lola
Prototype

1991 RX-7 IMSA GTO

The RX-7 was











1989 Mazda 767B Group C
Prototype

This chassis, 767B-002, was
first raced at Fuji 1000km in
1989, where it won the GTP
class. Earlier that year, it
also acquired its
famous “Charge” livery, with
a color scheme that remains
iconic of those halcyon days
for Mazda. In most of its
outings, 767B-002 was
raced by an all-Japanese
driver lineup of Takashi
Yorino/Tetsuya Ota/Yojiro
Terada but on occasion was
driven by PierreDieudonne
and David Kennedy, both
stalwarts of Mazda’s
development in international
sports car racing.

The 767Bs were replaced in
1990 by the newer 787s,
which went on to even
greater success. This Mazda
767B is owned and
maintained by  Mazda North
American Operations as part
of the Mazda Heritage
Collection.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Before the current Mazda
RT24-P prototype racecar,
Mazda’s top-tier Prototype
competed in the
WeatherTech IMSA series
with a number technologies
that pushed what
automakers were doing at
the time. Following
successes in the Mazda6
GX racecar, Mazda instilled
its Prototype with a
SKYACTIV-D 2.2 engine,
pushing out nearly 400
horsepower. Mazda was the
only automaker
experimenting with the
diesel engine, developing
the racer in conjunction with
development for other
applications.

After several seasons,
Mazda switched its
powerplant to a MZ-2.0T
turbocharged four-cylinder
engine, maxing out at nearly
600horsepower. This engine
would serve as the
foundation for the RT24-P,
Mazda’s next prototype
iteration in North American
racing.

 

Prepared by racing outfit
SpeedSource, the Mazda
Prototype sat on the podium
several times during its
tenure, proudly wearing
Mazda’s Soul Red Metallic
paint color. Its chassis was
built by LOLA, a British

Mazda’s longtime
flagship sports car
through the 1970s,
‘80s and ‘90s, but the
name “RX-7 GTO”
can be a bit
misleading.“RX”
means “Rotary
Sports,” and “7”
represents both the
hierarchy and lineage
of Mazda’s Wankel
rotary-powered
vehicles. “GTO,”
which refers to “Grand
Touring Over,”
referencing its engine
capacity of over 2.5
liters.
  
The RX-7 GTO was
created for the
semi-production spec
class, but by 1991,
GTO cars were
required to share their
steel roof and glass
windshields with cars
you could buy on
dealer lots, with the
bodywork widened to
accommodate wide
tires and advanced
aerodynamics. This 
RX-7 GTO, chassis
001, is powered by a
four-rotor 13J engine,
which was developed
for the 767 Group C
Le Mans cars that
raced in 1988
and ’89. Where your
run-of-the-mill RX-7
made 160 horsepower
in  street-going guise,
by ’91, the RX-7 GTO
put out up to 640.
 
In 1991, Pete Halsmer
dominated GTO 
driver's championship















 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

racecar engineering firm that
was absorbed by Canadian
engineering firm Multimatic.

This car is owned by Mazda
North American Operations.
 
 
 
 
 

in this RX-7, and
helped Mazda claim
the Manufacturer's
title as well. Three
years after being
retired  from IMSA
competition, GTO-001
returned to the track
at the 1994 24 Hours
of Le Mans, where it
finished second in its
class. This Mazda
RX-7 is owned and
maintained by Mazda
North American
Operations as part of
the Mazda Heritage
Collection.
 
 
 

Here at Capistrano Mazda, we take pride in delivering exceptional customer service to our Capistrano
Mazda family and surrounding communities. We hope that you come to visit us and our new Mazda
Retail Evolution Showroom!
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Celebrate our Grand Opening Sales Event
with Smileage Prices starting at $17,499

To celebrate our Grand Opening month, we have over 190 vehicles in stock with Smileage
prices starting at $17,499*! Now thru February 28, Capistrano Mazda has great offers available on
nearly every new Mazda model, celebrating our new Mazda Retail Evolution Showroom. Every Mazda
vehicle comes packaged with great technology, sporty styling, and a knack for adventure! Plus, every
new Mazda comes with Smile 'N Go!

At Capistrano Mazda, ALL new Mazda vehicles in our inventory including the 2017 Mazda Miata RF
include our exclusive Smile 'N Go** program, 1 year of Complimentary Routine Maintenance!

Visit our website here for all of our current pricing on new Mazda vehicles.

View our entire new Mazda vehicle inventory here.

*$17,499 Year End Event Price on 2018 Mazda Mazda3 Sedan Sport Manual, VIN# 176234, MSRP
of $19,270 and discount of $1,771. *MSRP is list price plus any dealer installed accessories.
Government fees, taxes, finance charges, document fees and license fees are in addition to
the Smileage Price listed. Mazda Customer Cash included in Smileage Price on all eligible vehicles;
$2,500 Customer Cash on 2017 Mazda6 models; $2,000 Customer Cash on 2017 Mazda3 models,
2017.5 Mazda6 models; $1,000 Customer Cash on 2018 Mazda3 models, 2018 Mazda CX-9 models
and all Mazda MX-5 Miata (soft top only) models; $750 Customer Cash on 2017 Mazda CX-5 models;
$500 Customer Cash on 2018 Mazda CX-3 models and 2018 Maz da CX-5 models. $500 Western
Region Bonus Cash available on 2017 Mazda3 models, 2017 Mazda6, 2018 Mazda CX-9 models and
2017 MX-5 Miata Soft top models. Sale Price cannot be combined with special MCS APR Financing.



2017 MX-5 Miata Soft top models. Sale Price cannot be combined with special MCS APR Financing.
All sales offers end 2/28/18. **Smile 'N Go program: Tires, brakes, wiper blades and other wear items
are not included. All routine maintenance services must be performed at Capistrano Mazda. See us
for complete details.
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Subscribe to our Newsletter

Fill in the fields below to receive an email each time we post a new issue of our newsletter:
 
Email Address:

First Name:

Last Name:

Phone Number:
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